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QUESTION 1

Given this compartment structure: 

You are managing a compute instance that currently resides in the Compute compartment. The Virtual Cloud Network
(VCN) into which the compute instance was originally deployed, also resides in this compartment. To support a project-
related task, you need to move just the compute instance to the SysTest-Team compartment. You log into your Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) account and use the Move Resource option to place the compute instance in the new
compartment. What will be the result of your attempt to move the compute instance to the new compartment? (Choose
the best answer.) 

A. The move will be successful. The compute instance\\'s public and private IP addresses will stay the same. The
compute instance will remain associated with the VCN from the source compartment. 

B. The move will fail and you will be prompted to move the VCN first. Once VCN is moved to the target compartment,
the compute instance can be moved. 

C. After moving the compute instance, you must move the compute instance VNIC as a separate action. The public and
private IP addresses of the instance will remain unchanged and it will still be associated with the VCN from the source
compartment. 

D. The move will be successful. However, the compute instance\\'s public and private IP addresses will change, and it
will be associated to the first VCN that was created in the new, target compartment. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the below options for private access to services within Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) is NOT valid? 

A. You cannot use the private endpoint for hosts in the on-premises network. 
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B. Traffic from an OCI compute instance going through a Service Gateway to Object Storage is routed without being
sent over the internet. 

C. You can enable private access to certain services within OCI from your Virtual Cloud Network by using either a
private endpoint or a service gateway. 

D. The private endpoint gives hosts within your Virtual Cloud Network access to a given service within Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

After performing maintenance on an Oracle Linux compute instance the system is returned to a running state You
attempt to connect using SSH but are unable to do so. You decide to create an instance console connection to
troubleshoot the issue. Which three tasks would enable you to connect to the console connection and begin
troubleshooting? 

A. Use SSH to connect to the public: IP address of the compute Instance and provide the console connection OCID as
the username. 

B. edit the Linux boot menu to enable access to console. 

C. Use SSH to connect to the service endpoint of the console connection service 

D. Reboot the compute instance using the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Management Console 

E. Upload an API signing key for console connection authentication. 

F. Stop the compute Instance using the Oracle cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Command Line interface (CLI). 

Correct Answer: BCD 

The Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Compute service provides console connections that enable you to 

remotely troubleshoot malfunctioning instances, such as: 

An imported or customized image that does not complete a successful boot. 

A previously working instance that stops responding. 

the steps to connect to console and troubleshoot the OS Issue 1- Before you can connect to the serial 

console you need to create the instance console connection. Open the navigation menu. Under Core 

Infrastructure, go to Compute and click Instances. 

Click the instance that you\\'re interested in. 

Under Resources, click Console Connections. 

Click Create Console Connection. 

Upload the public key (.pub) portion for the SSH key. You can browse to a public key file on your computer 
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or paste your public key into the text box. 

Click Create Console Connection. When the console connection has been created and is available, the status changes
to ACTIVE. 2- Connecting to the Serial Console you can connect to the serial console by using a Secure Shell (SSH)
connection to the service endpoint of the console connection service Open the navigation menu. Under Core
Infrastructure, go to Compute and click Instances. Click the instance that you\\'re interested in. Under Resources, click
Console Connections. Click the Actions icon (three dots), and then click Copy Serial Console Connection for Linux/Mac.
Paste the connection string copied from the previous step to a terminal window on a Mac OS X or Linux system, and
then press Enter to connect to the console. If you are not using the default SSH key or ssh-agent, you can modify the
serial console connection string to include the identity file flag, -i , to specify the SSH key to use. You must specify this
for both the SSH connection and the SSH ProxyCommand, as shown in the following line: ssh -i // -o
ProxyCommand=\\'ssh -i // -W %h:%p -p 443... Press Enter again to activate the console. 3- Troubleshooting Instances
from Instance Console Connections To boot into maintenance mode Reboot the instance from the Console. When the
reboot process starts, switch back to the terminal window, and you see Console messages start to appear in the
window. As soon as you see the GRUB boot menu appear, use the up/down arrow key to stop the automatic boot
process, enabling you to use the boot menu. In the boot menu, highlight the top item in the menu, and type e to edit the
boot entry. In edit mode, use the down arrow key to scroll down through the entries until you reach the line that starts
with either linuxefi for instances running Oracle Autonomous Linux 7.x or Oracle Linux 7.x, or kernel for instances
running Oracle Linux 6.x. At the end of that line, add the following: init=/bin/bash Reboot the instance from the terminal
window by entering the keyboard shortcut CTRL+X. 

 

QUESTION 4

You are building a demo for a customer that showcases Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Events service and Oracle
Functions. You plan to create an event every time an image is uploaded to an OCI Object Storage bucket. You have
also created a function that is listening to the event and processes the image for face recognition. Choose the two
actions from below that are NOT required to run the demo successfully. 

A. You must specify an action type while creating an Event service and specify the function you want to trigger. 

B. Creating an event rule is not permitted for OCI Object storage. 

C. The function must be deployed only to Oracle Kubernetes Engine (OKE). 

D. You have to enable Object Storage buckets to emit events for state changes. 

E. You must deploy the function that does facial recognition for the demo to work. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

You are trying to troubleshoot the configuration of your Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Load Balancing service. You
have a backend HTTP service for which you have created a backend set in the load balancer. You have configured
health checks for the backend set. Although the health checks appear good, customers sometimes experience
transaction failures. Which of the following options will definitely lead to this problem? 

A. You are NOT using regional subnets in your Virtual Cloud Network. With Availability Domain (AD) specific subnet. the
compute instances of the backend service running in the subnet have issues when the AD is down. 

B. You are using OCI Domain Name System. You have misconfigured the \\'A\\' record with the wrong IP address
leading to requests not getting routed correctly. 
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C. You are using iSCI for block volume attachment to the compute instances in your backed HTTP service. TCP/IP
configuration of your block volume attachment is not configured correctly, leading to issues in your backend service. 

D. You are running a TCP-level health check against your HTTP service. The TCP handshake can succeed and indicate
that the service is up even when the HTTP service has issues. 

Correct Answer: D 
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